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i mean, that was the whole point. at least, thats what it was about when i first saw it. i think the
problem was that they made that point as its own thing and didnt understand that it was the whole
point of the movie. i dont know, and i dont know how much of a spoiler it would be to say this, but
you may have been entirely off base, and simply confused a bit of a spoiler in the trailer with what

was actually in the film. the promise of the trailer was that the movie would be a cross between
groundhog day and interstellar, and that the characters would end up in a similar situation (with a
time discrepancy and thus different outcomes), and that a character would be paralyzed. (that last

part didnt sound like anything a robot could do, but i dunno what sort of sci-fi robot would be
paralyzed.) that doesnt sound right to me. lots of religious people exploit gods by praying to them
and expecting a better-than-randomness probability of their prayers being answered. or else they

exploit the gods by trying to systematically do whatever it takes to attain heaven / nirvana /
whatever, and avoid hell / reincarnation as something it sucks to be, etc heck, the catholics even

exploit their god by getting it to transform wafers into jesus flesh, on a weekly basis, with, as far as i
can tell, full confidence that this reliably happens every time, provided the priest has been validly

inaugurated. hah! as if. sure, we import and export our monarchy. but to that king and his hessians
(a minor part of the loyalist forces), you can add parliament, the army and navy, loyalists, black

loyalists, canadians, and most of the native americans that were involved. and to your colonists you
can add the interfering french (being beaten by the french the ignominy!), who went home with their

heads full of ideas and created a terrible mess back in europe which took a huge amount of time,
money and lives to clear up.
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the underlying logic seems to be that a lot of the old sci-fi films succeeded (and took the sci-fi genre
with it) precisely because of sci-fi pulp. the idea of having people in outer space is the other end of

an axis of values - with the space opera end on the far side and us mainly on the terrestrial end with
our concerns about pollution, urban sprawl, overpopulation, global warming, nuclear proliferation,

mutations, and so on. the theme of science as a great force for civilization then seems to be rooted
in the old pulp sci-fi themes. however, the movie also seems to extend this line of logic to conclude

that we should dream up our own spaceships and perhaps even take colonization into the solar
system in a small way. the old sci-fi format of lone guy who goes on a journey and then returns after

learning something of the meaning of life is still a valid one, but with the addition of really, where
can you go to be alone? there are a lot of people here right now, and the closest source of truly

solitude may be a visit to the country. even that may be expensive. many authors tend to assume
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that what used to work in the old days should work now. this is particularly true if you are trying to
adapt a pulp genre. the possibility of a movie like interstellar making money even with the high level

of sophistication seems implausible. most often, you dont get much adventure in entertainment.
(zanuck) otherwise, the movie wouldnt be a movie. (universal) in fact, much of the story of this

movie and its sequels takes place in a universe where there are dangers and dangers, and that may
be why the directors are so insistent about the difficult things we find out about things we need to
understand as we go through the movie. the movie doesnt throw away the science, but it doesnt

spend much time talking about it either. it simply embraces what is often a very familiar part of the
story of the universe, and seeks to explore it in an interesting way. 5ec8ef588b
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